When describing characteristics of groups, authors sometimes are unsure as to whether they should refer to *all of* or *both of* the things or people in question. Differentiating between the two is actually simple: use *both of* for a group of only two and *all of* for a group of three or more. This distinction is especially important if there can only be two items in a set (i.e., both eyes, both legs).

**Examples:**
We selected **two** mice and injected **both of** them with the study drug.  
We selected **eight** mice and injected **all of** them with the study drug.

When reporting on several groups in a manuscript, be sure to keep track of the numbers in the groups to avoid confusing *all of* and *both of*. For example, if you studied five groups of patients but only one group consisted of two patients, be careful to use *both of* rather than *all of* when referring to the two-patient group.
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